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Abstract. Control panels of computer and other modern
instrum ents are often equipped with so-called mode keys, the
pressing of which changes the function of other control elements.
Thus user keys have different functions depending on the current
mode of the instrum ent. The question is, however, whether it is
more userfriendly to have a panel with parallel arranged keys for
each function (thus with almost direct possibility to intervene), or
to have serial equipment with only a few user keys, where the
different functions are only available if the user calls up the
relevant m achine mode (e.g. displayed on a monitor that operates
with different switchable screens). In this case there exist only
serial access possibilities. Two experiments com pared performances with three types of user interfaces with and without m ode
keys on the basis of selection times and errors. Although mode
keys apparently reduce the com plexity of the user interface, our
results show that they lead to slower and more often incorrect
usage. However, the amount of practice was a m oderator variable.
As a consequence, for occasional users it is worth considering a
less com plex interface, that is, with mode keys, but for expert users
an interface where each function has its own key should be
preferred.

and doors/windows). So one can select 25 different
functions with only six keys.
Mode keys are frequently found on com puter interfaces
and on instrum ents that perform a great num ber of functions
but do not have enough space to assign a speci® c user element
to each function (e.g. remote controls, pocket calculators, car
radios, telefax machines, but also industrial photocop iers,
machine tools, or control rooms). Thus, with mode keys, one
can realize several functions within a small space and with
only a few user control elements. Mode keys therefore
perm it econom ic production, too.
However, the question arises how a mode key impacts on
the user friendliness of an interface. Several factors could
have a (positive or negative) impact:

·

1. Introduction
W ith rapid spreading of modern m icroelectronics and the
trend toward com pact instruments, so-called m ode or menu
keys on user interfaces are increasingly employed. M ode
keys are actually `empty’ keys, their function being to
switch the other control keys into another mode; as
a consequence one control element can ful® l different
functions.
Figure 1a presents a ® ctitious user interface of an
autom obile cockpit. The upper key is the m ode key; the
® ve keys beneath it are termed icon keys. By pressing the
m ode key, one changes the functions of the icon keys. Here,
the m ode key can be used to activate ® ve different states of
the interface (service, ventilation, windscreen wipers, lights
0144-929X/96 $12.00 
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Num ber of control elements visible. As already
m entioned above, the num ber of user elements is
considerably reduced when a m ode key is integrated
(in our example, from 25 to 6). At ® rst sight this reduces
the complexity of the interface. And, indeed, in stim ulus
displays where the target elem ent does not differ by a
uniqu e feature (such as colour or orientation), an
increase in search time is found with increasing number
of item s (see, e.g. Treisman and Gelade 1980).
Likewise, studies on the design of computer interfaces
con® rm that there is a dependence of selection tim es
and errors on the num ber of menu item s (Kiger 1984 ,
M uÈ sseler 1994 , Landauer and Nachbar 1985, Arend et
al. 1987 , Shinar and Stern 1987).
Access to spatial inform ation. On interfaces with a
m ode key, the content of the icon key changes with the
current mode of the interface. As a consequence,
several functions are located at one position in the key
panel. A clear and, above all, uniqu e assignm ent
between location and key function is not provided and
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Roske-Hofstrand (1988) recom m end that the items be
spatially grouped into easily distinguishable categories.
Studies by M cDonal d et al. (1983) have shown that
categories well-know n to the user lead to shorter search
times. This possibility of categorical grouping is only
successively available on an interface with one mode
key, such as illustrated in ® gure 1a. Here, grouping is
attained only by the fact that different categories can be
called up successively by activating the mode key. A
well-balanced proportion is indicated between the
available num ber of item s on the interface (breadth)
and the number of invisible items (depth; c.f. Landauer
and Nachbar 1985 , Tullis 1985).

Figure 1a (top part). A car cockpit as an exam ple of a ® ctitious
user interface with a mode key. With the upper mode key ® ve
successive categories can be selected, each with ® ve different
functions and their corresponding lower keys. The ® gure displays the
® ve different modes of the user interface. Because of the key
arrangement, this interface is labelled with the letter i. Figure 1b
(middle part). In this interface each category is represented by a
separate `mode’ key. The content of the subordinate ® ve icon keys
changes through the selection of the speci® c mode key. The
selected mode key is marked by a red horizontal line. This interface
is labelled T. Figure 1c (bottom part). In this interface each
category is represented by an individual `mode’ key and each
function by its own icon key. The selected mode key is marked by a
red horizontal line. This interface is labelled Q.

·

this could be critical. It has been shown, however, that
a spatial alignm ent increases the accessibility of
concepts in an internal cognitive m odel (c.f. the
discussion within the `mental models’ of JohnsonLaird 1983 , the `cognitive maps’ of Tolman 1948,
McNamara 1986, or the spatial aspects in an assumed
working memory, the `visuo-spatial sketch pad’ (VSSP)
of Baddeley 1986).
Access to categorical information. On interfaces with
one key for each function, it is possible to group the
keys according to their inherent categories. For
interfaces with a larger number of item s, Paap and

The purpose of the present study is to obtain more
behavioural information on using interfaces with mode
keys. The question is how different mode-key realizations
in¯ uence the speed and accuracy of handling. Hypotheses can
be proposed in both directions. On the one hand, the smaller
number of keys could facilitate handling. On the other hand,
the de® cits in spatial and categorical assignm ent could make
it more dif® cult. These questions are also discussed in the
context of supervisory control tasks like they exist in control
rooms (for overviews see Be cker 1990, Sheridan 1988). One
problem here is how to design a control system , that is,
whether it is better to have a parallel arranged user panel
with alm ost direct access possibilities, or to have serial
equipm ent with only a few user keys, where the different
functions are only available when the user calls up the
adequate m achine m ode (e.g. displayed on m onitor operating with different switchable screens). Up to now there is no
de® nite answer to this question.
The following experiments are not primarily concerned
with the subjective evaluation of different mode-key
interfaces, but rather with which interface causes fewer
dif® culties (see Eason 1984). As indicators, we use the tim e
the subject required to ® nd a particular function and the
numbers of errors m ade. The ® rst experiment focuses on the
behaviour of practiced users; the second experiment then
simulates occasional users. Thereafter we will relate the
results to the elementary operations postulated, for example,
within Fitts’ law (Fitts 1954, Fitts and Peterson 1964 ; for
overviews see Rosenbaum and Krist 1996 , MuÈ sseler et al.
1996 ) or within the keystroke m odel (Card et al. 1980; for
an overview see Reitman-Olson and Olson 1990).

2. Experim ent 1
Three different user interfaces were realized, each with
the sam e 25 functions which were assigned to ® ve
categories. Thus, the interfaces differed in number and
spatial arrangem ents of the keys, but not in the num ber of
available functions. W ith reference to the spatial arrangement
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of the keys, the interfaces were labelled as i, T, and Q
interface.

·

·
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The i interface. This interface, already sketched, is the
typical m ode key interface. Figure 1a displays the ® ve
different modes that can be activated one after the other
by pressing the m ode key. Hence, it can be necessary to
press the m ode key several tim es in order to get the
desired function. For example, if the user is in the mode
`service’ , he/she has to press the m ode key four tim es
to activate the function `bonnet hook ’ . In experiment 1,
the sequence of interface m odes is constant; that is, if
one overshoots, a correction always takes four more
mode key presses. In the following, this interface is
labelled the `i ’ interface, because the arrangem ent of
its columns resem bles the letter `i ’ .
The T interface. In the interface displayed in ® gure 1b,
the corresponding surfaces can be directly selected
through ® ve permanently visible mode keys. Therefore,
the interface com prehends m ore visible information of
the available categories and each of the ® ve modes can
be activated by their ow n key. In contrast, the icon keys
of the i environm ent remain: they change their content
as a function of the activated mode key. In contrast to
the i interface the desired function can be selected after
only one press of the relevant m ode key. Likewise, an
im mediate correction is possible, because there is no
rigid sequence in the surface presentations. This
interface is labelled T interface, its line and column
arrangement resembling the letter `T ’ .
The Q interface. In the Q interface displayed in ® gure
1c, all 25 functions are represented by their own key.
The function of the ® ve `mode keys’ is restricted to
`unlocking’ the subordinate levels. The assignm ent of
the individual functions to the keys rem ains constant
and is permanently visible. This design is found on
interfaces where an incorrect select ion has to be ruled
out by a two-stage selection (e.g. interfaces with high
security demands). Althoug h such interface is rare in
everyday use, we included it in the present study to
ensure com parability of the motoric demands of all
three interfaces. Be cause of the quadratic arrangem ent
of the keys, this interface is labelled Q.

This experim ent was designed to investigate how the
different m ode-key realizations in¯ uence the speed and
accur acy of handling. An analysis of the three interfaces
results in the following picture.
The i interface has the lowest number of user elem ents;
this could facilitate the selection of the correct key.
How ever, if a selection is accomp anied by a categorical
decision, this low number of user elements, and especially the
lack of ® ve categorical mode keys, could be a disadvantage
com pared with the other two interfaces. An exploitation of
the hidden categorical information is only possible when
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subjects have a mental representation of the sequence of
m ode changes elicited by pressing the m ode key. The Q
interface is the exact opposite of the i interface. On the one
hand, it appears to be m uch m ore complex and confusing
considering the larger number of user elements. On the other
hand, it provides the possibility of directly selecting the
desired category, and it is also possible to exploit the spatial
position of the m ode and icon keys. This could reduce
selection times and errors. Against this background , the T
interface is a comprom ise. It has a relatively small number
of user elements that are still clearly laid out in one row and
one column. Further, this interface gives the opportunity to
m ake a direct categorical selection .

2.1. M ethod
2.1.1. Appara tus and icons: The experim ent was carried
out on a PC with a touchscreen m onitor (14" NEC M ultisync
3D with TekTronix Touchscreen). The resolution of the
monitor was set at 640 ´ 480 with 16 colours. The spatial
touch sensit ivity corresponded approxim ately to the screen
resolution. Each touch and the corresponding selection tim e
was registered in a log® le.
The user interface represented a ® ctitious user panel for a
1
car (see ® gures 1a to 1c). The icons were displayed in black
on white (40 ´ 40 pixels) and were created with reference to
the Germ an industrial norm DIN 30 600 (DIN 1988). An
accom pa nying key (also 40 ´ 40 pixels) was placed to the
right of each icon. Every touch on such a key was indicated
by a change in colour and a brief auditory feedback (`click’ ).
Three key arrangem ents were operationalized as shown
in ® gures 1a to 1c. The m ode keys were displayed in the
upper section of the user panel and were separated by a
horizontal line. In interfaces Q and T, each preselected mode
key was distinguished by a red bar below the key (see, e.g.
® gure 1b: doors/windows or service). The icon keys were
located in the panel below them (5 icon keys in the T-type
and i-type interface; 25 in the Q-type interface).
The lower ® eld of the monitor displayed the start key as
well as an image of the icon that the subject had to activate.
This lower ® eld was coloured turquoise in order to separate
it from the actual user interface.
2.1.2. Procedure: Before the experimental session, subjects
were given approxim ately ® ve m inutes to study the m eaning
of the icons and their correspondin g categories on a printout.
Then instruction required them to press the start key in the
lower ® eld of an otherwise em pty screen. The icon the
subjects had to select and to activate was displayed,
remaining visible until the end of the trial. They were
asked to release the start key when they were sure about the
m eaning of the icon and its category. On release of the start
key, the interface was displayed in a randomly selected
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starting mode. After touching the correct icon key, feedback
was a short sequence of two tones. If selection was
incorrect, there was no sequence of tones, and the subjects
had to continue until they had found the current path to the
target icon. The next trial began when the start key
reappeared.
Subjects were instructed to select each icon with as few
errors as possible and to take the `shortest’ path. If, for
exam ple, the correct m ode key was already activated, when
the interface appeared, they should touch the icon
im mediately. In all other cases, it was necessary to touch
the mode key at least once.
All subjects were confronted with the three interface
types in blocks, and prior to each block subjects practised the
speci® c interface type in 10 randomly-select ed trials, which
were not included in the analysis. Subjects were tested in
three sessions on three days, each session lasting about 45
m inutes.

2.1.3. Design: Each interface type was presented in blocks
to all subjects. The sequence of the block presentations was
random ized across sessions and subject . Each of the 25
random ly-presented icon s had to be select ed three times per
type of interface. As three sessions were carried out, this
produced a 3(sessions )´ 3(i, T , Q) design with com plete
repeated m easures. Each cell in the design was occupied by
75 observations per subject.

2.1.4. Data analysis: The total time de® ned as the sum of
all times between touching the start key and touching the
correct icon were calculated. This analysis also included
those trials where the correct icons were not selected
directly but after `detours’ . Alongside the number of errors
and the total time, three sequential subtimes were analyzed .
The start time was de® ned as the time spend touching the
start key and re¯ ects the ® rst inspection of the target icon of
the actual trial. The mode time was de® ned as the tim e
between releasing the start key and touching the mode key
(precisely, the onset of pressing the mode key). Finally, the
icon time was the onset interval between touching the mode
key and touching the icon key. Subtimes with extreme
durations ( ³ 4000 ms, 7.6% of the complete data set) were
dropped from analysis.
2.1.5. Subjects: Five fem ale and seven male college
students attending the University of Munich were paid for
their participation. Their mean age was 27.1 years.

2.2. Results
2.2.1. Total time: A ® rst, rough analysi s computed the total

time for each interface that the subjects needed to solve their
tasks (sum of all tim es between touching the start key and
touching the correct icon). Thus, this analysis also included
those trials where the correct icons were not selected
directly but after `detours’ . Although the Q interface seemed
to be more com plex because of the large num ber of keys,
performance was quickest with this interface: it took an
average of 2,266 m s to touch each icon correctly. The T
interface took 2,668 m s, and the i interface took the m ost
time with 3,596 ms. Analysis of variance with subsequent
ScheffeÂtests for individual com parisons revealed signi® cant
differences between these conditions, F (2 , 22) = 122 .06 ,
2
p < 0 .001 . The long times on the i interface were mostly
due to the fact that even a correct use of the m ode key in
m ost trials required several touches (up to four) to reach the
desired icon; in contrast, only two touches were necessary
on the other interfaces.
The m ore detailed tim e and error analysis inspected
selection tim es and errors on `com parable’ surface modes
and thus also with com parable dem ands: these were the
surface m odes where the target icon was activated with
exactly one or two touches. One touch was enough to solve
the task when with the appearance of the user screen the
correct category (i.e. mode key) was already activated and
the target icon could thus be selected directly (task length 1).
A task could be solved with two touches when the m ode key
had to be touched only once before activating the target icon
(task length 2). In order to get interpretable time pro® les the
following analysis of select ion times included only correct
trials. A task was classi® ed as incorrectly solved when
subjects touched m ore keys than absolutely necessary.
Task length 1. An ANOVA with repeated measures was
com puted for the start times and the icon tim es. Statistical
effects were found for the icon tim es but not for the start
times. The icon times not only revealed decrease s over
session (session 1: 1,532 m s; session 2: 1,229 ms; session 3:
1,211 ms), F (2 , 22) = 18 .05 , p < 0 .001, but also differences
between interfaces, F (2 , 22) = 6 .14 , p = 0 .018. As there is
no interaction between the two factors, we focused on the
differences between the interfaces (see ® gure 2). Icon tim es
were shortest in i (with a m ean of 1,175 ms), whereas they
did not differ between T and Q according to a ScheffeÂtest
(1,435 ms vs 1,362 ms, Diffcrit ,5% = 201 ms).
A similar trend was observed with respect to the errors.
Their frequencies were calculated for each subject and for
each interface type and then transformed to error rates (p).
In task length 1, possible sources of errors were unnecessarily touching the m ode key or selecting an incorrect icon.
There was no reduction in the num ber of errors across
sections, but the interfaces differed from each other
signi® cantly, F (2 , 22) = 17 .15 , p < 0 .001. The m ean error
rate was 0.08 on i, 0.29 on T, and 0.32 on Q. Most errors
ow ed to touching the already activated m ode key (75% of
incorrect trials on i, 83.6% on T, 87.8% on Q). On i,
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Figure 2. Icon selection times (left ordinate) and error rates (right
ordinate) in task length 1. Means and standard errors are averaged
across the three sessions (experiment 1).

Figure 3. Mode and icon selection times (left ordinate) and error
rates (right ordinate) in task length 2 (experiment 1).

unnecessaril y touching the m ode key led to a deactivation of
the preselected correct category.
Task length 2. As for task length 1, an ANOVA with the
factors session and interface type was com puted, but we also
included the m ode tim e alongside the start time and icon
time. A clear reduction of all tim es across sessions re¯ ect a
learning effect in handling the interfaces (for the start times:
F (2 , 22) = 10 .14 , p = 0 .006; for the m ode times: F (2 , 22) =
7 .82 , p = 0 .014; and for the icon times: F (2 , 22) =
19 .71 , p < 0 .001). Again, the differences between the types
i, T and Q were of greater interest to us in the present
context; while the start times revealed no differences
(p > 0 .10), the i interface (845 m s) already proved to be
inferior to T (788 ms) and Q (714 ms) in the mode
times, F (2 , 22) = 7 .98 , p = 0 .004, Diff crit ,5% = 86 ms (see
® gure 3). This effect was even m ore drastic in the icon
times: i had the highest selection times (1,200 ms), followed
by T (968 ms) and Q (693 m s), F (2 , 22) = 63 .31 , p < 0 .001,
Diff crit ,5% = 118 ms.
In the errors, only the main effect of interface was
signi® cant, F (2 , 22) = 8 .06 , p = 0 .011. The mean error rate
was 0.14 in i, 0.0 8 in T, and 0.05 in Q. The characteristic
error in i was overshooting, that is, unnecessa ry further
touching of the m ode key, this led to a deactivation of the
already preselect ed correct category (80% of the errors). In
conditions T and Q, there was an alm ost equal distribution
across several possibilities of errors (e.g. incorrect selection
of the mode or icon key; in Q, touching the icon key before
activating the correct mode key, etc.).

order to solve the task. Only if a direct selection of the icon
is possible (task length 1), this ® nding is inverted and
processin g the interface i takes the least tim e. This pattern of
results as well as subjects’ verbal reports provide possible
indications on speci® c behaviours in icon search:

2.3. Discussion
The results of experim ent 1 can be summ arized as
follows: subjects generally required signi® cantly m ore tim e
to solve tasks in the i-type interface than in the T or Q
interfaces. This is evident both in total times and in times of
task length 2 in which the m ode key has to be activated in

·

·

i interface. It is characteristic of the i interface
condition that the starting surface differs from trial to
trial in order to prevent subjects from planning the
whole motor sequence in advance. Interfaces of this
kind (e.g. without an autom atic reset to a well-de® ned
starting mode) exist in real life situations, too. So
subjects’ strategy could be to search through the ® ve
preset icons, and ± on need ± browse through the mode
keys without having to consider the categorical
m embe rship of the icons. One indication of this was
the ® nding that the shortest reaction times and errors
occur for task length 1. How ever, in task length 2 (icon
not visible on the surface) subject s had to note that the
target icon was not on the surface, and then had to
touch the m ode key to change to the next surface. They
then reoriented them selves and check ed through the
® ve new icons again. Compared with T or Q, this
strategy leads to an increase in the mode and icon
times. In addition rhythmic and hasty touching of the
m ode key leads to overshooting and thus to a high error
rate.
T interface. To perform a correct and fast reaction on
the T interface, the appropriate category of the icon had
to be preselected. Because of the constant spatial
arrangem ent of the mode and icon keys, this could, to
som e extent, be planned in advance. How ever, in task
length 1, this m ade subjects tend to select the mode key
even thoug h the correct category was already preselect ed. This led to the disadvantage in select ion tim es
(compared to the i interface), and also in the errors
which re¯ ected unnecessa ry key presses of the
preselected category.
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Q interface. On the Q interface, the icon could be
located in the 5 ´ 5 matrix as soon as the interface
appeared. As, usually, the correct category was not
preset, the relevant mode key still had to be touched
beforehand. In task length 1, this detour led to a
disadvant age com pared to i, because subjects had to
register that is was already activated. This produced an
increase in selection times, and ± as with T ± mostly the
error of touching the preselected mode key again. In
task length 2, Q was superior to T, because the target
speci® ca tion of the subsequent icon key could be
prepared while touching the m ode key. Selection times
were then correspondingly shorter.

In summary, the different user interfaces and possibility of
a direct spatial and/or categorical choice have different effects
depending on the interface and the task. If no intermediate
categorical step has to be selected and the appropriate icon
key has to be touched directly (task length 1), a low number
of user keys has a positive effect (i interface is better than T
or Q). If, in contrast, it is necessar y to pass different
surfaces, an interface is helpful that allow s this direct choice
(as in interfaces T and Q).
The large number of keys on the Q interface does not
im pair perform ance. If another mode has to be selected,
subjects bene® t from the fact that at this point in time, the
next icon to be select ed is visible in the icon-key panel.
Presum ably these icon s in the (relatively com plex) 5 ´ 5
m atrix are easy to ® nd because each key has its ow n position
and this has been learned. The situation established in
experiment 1 therefore probably tests the behaviour of
skilled users. This raises the question of whether unpracticed
users would show a similar behaviour when working on the
interfaces, an issue that is investigated in experiment 2.

3. Exp erim ent 2
In experim ent 1, a certain icon was always found in the
sam e column and row. Because of the large number of trials,
it is possible that the position of the individual icons was
therefore highly learned. After a certain number of trials, the
subjects knew the location and/or the category of an icon.
Therefore, the perform ance measured in this way probably
re¯ ected the behaviour of practiced users.
In everyday applications, this does not have to be the case.
Often, com parable interfaces are used only occasionally, so
that the user cannot develop a m ental m odel on the concrete
(spatial) positions of an icon (Johnson -Laird 1983 ; cf. the
VSS P of Baddeley 1986). Therefore, experiment 2 varied
the positions of the icons from trial to trial by randomizing
the locations of the columns as well as the icons within the
colum ns. The classi® cation of the icons to their category
remained constant. The goal was to simulate occasional use;

although one has some knowledge about the interface, and
m ay even know of all the functions, one knows nothing or
very little about how to activate them.
Accordingly we anticipated that the select ion tim es
would increase on the Q interface, since a directed
knowledge-based search for the icon within the 5 ´ 5
m atrix would be m ore dif® cult. The uncertainty about the
spatial position of the icon would necessi tate a switch to
categorical selection behaviour, so that hardly any differences are anticipated between T and Q. In contrast, the
selection behaviour on the i should rem ain largely
unin¯ uenced by this manipulation.

3.1. M ethod
3.1.1. Appara tus and icons: In contrast to experim ent 1, the
positions of the columns with their mode keys and the
positions of the icon keys within the columns were
randomized from trial to trial; otherwise the display layout
was the sam e.
3.1.2. Procedure and design: These were the same as in
experiment 1.
3.1.3. Subje cts: Six female and six male college students at
the University of Munich were paid to participate in the
experiment. Their m ean age was 29.8 years.

3.2. Results
3.2.1. Total time: An analysis of the total time subjects
needed to solve their tasks with each interface type
produced the following picture: the subjects mastered their
tasks in the i condition with a mean of 3,827 m s per icon to
be selected; in the T condition 3,567 ms, and in the Q
condition 3,120 m s. Although this m eant that the difference
between the interface types was smaller compared with
experiment 1, it continued to be signi® cant in the ANOVA,
F (2 , 22) = 33 .83 , p < 0 .001, as well as in the individual
com parisons (Diffcrit ,5% = 177 m s). The detailed time and
error analysis brought the following results.
Task length 1. There is now signi® cant reduction across
sessions in both the start times, F (2 , 22) = 6 .94 , p = 0 .005,
and the icon times, F (2 , 22) = 7 .50 , p = 0 .005. As to the
differences between the interfaces, there continued to be a
signi® cant effect on icon times, F (2 , 22) = 28 .07 , p < 0 .001
(see ® gure 4). Individual com parisons showed that the mean
reactions to the i interface (1,345 m s) were faster than
reactions to T (2,068 ms) and Q (2,178 m s, Diffcrit ,5% =
317 m s). There was no interaction between session and
interface types ( p > 0 .10). A com parison of these ® nding s
with the data in experiment 1 show ed that the icon tim es in
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Figure 4. Icon selection times (left ordinate) and error rates (right
ordinate) in task length 1 (experiment 2).

Figure 5. Mode and icon selection times (left ordinate) and error
rates (right ordinate) in task length 2 (experiment 2).

the i condition were hardly changed, whereas they were
clearly longer in the conditions T and Q.
In the errors, there was a signi® cant interaction between
the interfaces and the session factor, F (4 , 44) = 4 .03 ,
p = 0 .017. W hile there was an increase in errors across
sessions in i (from 0.04 to 0.13), they declined in both Q
(from 0.27 to 0.11) and T (0.14 to 0.07). Errors were mostly
due to unnecessarily touching the already-activated mode key
(75.6% of the errors on i, 59.5% on Q, 54.0% on T ).
Task length 2. Subjects became increasingly faster across
the three sessions on all three dependent variables for task
length 2: for the start times F (2 , 22) = 8 .48 , p = 0 .004; for
the mode times F (2 , 22) = 21 .51 , p < 0 .001; and for the
icon times F (2 , 22) = 14 .42 , p < 0 .001. There were also
signi® cant differences between the interfaces in both
m ode times, F (2 , 22) = 62 .83 , p < 0 .001, and icon times,
F (2 , 22) = 77 .24 , p < 0 .001. In contrast with experim ent 1 T
and Q revealed much longer m ode-selection times than i
(see ® gure 5). The icon times, in contrast, were similar to
those in experim ental 1: for i they were worse then for T,
and this, in turn, worse than Q. Howeve r, in experiment 2,
icon times showed an interaction with the session factor,
F (4 , 44) = 3 .94 , p = 0 .04. The differences between the
interface types decreased at the end of the experim ent
although they were still present (Diffcrit ,5% = 176 m s).
As in experim ent 1, most errors were produced on the i
interface (0.14; 86.1% of which was overshooting ), and
there were far fewer errors on T (0.07) and Q (0.06). The
difference from the latter ones was signi® cant, F (2 , 22) =
6 .31 , p = 0 .023, Diffcrit ,5% = 0 .034.

in experiment 2 than the condition i. This is shown, ® rst, by a
clear increase in icon tim es in T and Q for task length 1.
Second, in task leng th 2 selecting the correct mode key in T
and Q takes even longer in condition i. From these results
the following behavioural strategies can be derived.
As expected, the increase in selection times in Q and T
ow es m uch to the greater search effort com pared with
experiment 1. In Q, the relevant icon can be located either
by a search through all 25 icons or by a categorical
selection , that is, one ® rst looks for the category (and thus
the column), and subsequent ly for the target icon key. In T,
it is also necessar y to ® nd the randomly positioned category
® rst, and then the randomly positioned icon key. The
extrem ely small difference between Q and T in the icon
times of task leng th 1 and in the mode times of task length 2
suggests that basically the categorical selection procedure is
applied to both interfaces.
In i, in contrast, the task is only slightly changed from
experiment 1. As anticipated, the perform ance on i does not
suffer from the random positioning of the icons. Searching
for the icons in an item colum n containing only ® ve icons
continues to be fairly easy in task length 1. In task length 2,
the mode and icon times once more suggest that selections
in this condition can hardly be planned in advance; short
m ode times and relatively long icon tim es do not indicate
the use of a categorical, but of a browsing strategy.

3.3. Discussion
The results of experim ent 2 can be summ arized as
follows. As in experiment 1, subjects require more total tim e
to process their tasks when facing the i-type interface
com pared with the other two interfaces. However,
conditions T and Q suffer much more from the manipulations

4. G eneral discussion
What conclusions can be drawn from the results of these
two experiments? To return to the question raised in the
introduction, what can we say about the usefulness of
interfaces with mode keys?
Total time. If we look at the total tim es subjects needed to
com plete their tasks, it has to be stated that the m ode key
impaired performance in both experiments: the i interface
proved to be disadvantageous com pared with the T interface
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(and this, in turn, com pared with the Q interface).
W hen occasional use is tested (as sim ulated in
experiment 2), the difference between the interfaces is
less, but still present.
This ranking could lead to the conclusion that the mode
keys are not advisable. And, in fact, such an interface should
not be chosen when the time required to com plete a task is
the only critical variable. However, increased times does not
necessarily mean that the surface is `user unfriendly’ . The
analysis show s that the long tim es on the i interface are
m ostly due to pure motor actions, because the mode key
often has to be touched several tim es. It is a subjective
question how far such iterative motor actions are user
unfriendly.
Detailed analysis of selection times. How ever, the two
experiments also perm it conclusions on the usefulness under
com parable m otor demands (task leng th 1 and 2). W hat
advantages and disadvantages do the interfaces hold in this
respect?
It is characteristic of the typical mode-key interface
(i interface) that fewer actions can be planned in advance.
The user can only check whether the desired function is
present on the visible surface. If it is, it can be selected
directly. Compared with the two other interfaces, this action
requires little time, the low num ber of visible icon s is
effective. If the desired function is not visible, the user has
to press the mode key until the desired function is available.
Ca tegorical information and spatial position play a subordinate role, as a com parison of the two experiments shows.
In contrast to the two other interfaces, subjects cannot gain
any great advantage from the circum stance that the
interfaces are overlearned in experim ent 1. Hence, a
m ode-key interface is closely linked to the strategy of
browsing. If the user has no basic knowledge of the
functions to be selected and their categorical assignm ents,
and if the time needed to activate the relevant function is
uncritical, an interface with a mode key may well be a good
alternative.
W hat is the situation with an interface where every
function is assigned its ow n key (Q interface)? Here, many
actions can be planned in advance. As all functions are
visible, one can search for the target and go to it directly.
W hen the user is highly fam iliar with the spatial and
categorical arrangem ent of the interface (experiment 1),
planning is advantageous and can reduce the search
procedure to a minim um . How ever, experim ent 2 shows
that (simulated) unfamiliar users are unable to do much
forward planning, so that the great num ber of keys on this
interface im pair performance. Therefore, a type Q interface
is recomm ended when the instrum ent is used frequently so
that the user can develop a model of the spatial positions and
the categorical assignm ent of the functions. Under these
conditions, even an interface with 30 keys ± as in our
experiment ± does not lead to any great dif® culties.

The T interface takes an interm ediate position between
the other two with regard to the number of keys. However, it
combines their disadvantages rather than their advantages.
One cannot apply the strategy of browsing, because there is
not one mode key but ® ve categorical keys. Therefore, the
user has to be very familiar with the categorical assignm ent
of the functions to be able to select a particular function. In
addition, target actions can hardly be planned in advance,
because only a few function keys are visible. Hence,
although the T interface provides a major reduction in the
number of keys, this reduction makes it absolutely
necessary to have categorical knowledge ± in contrast
with the typical i mode-key surface.
Because of these differential aspects, an interpretation of
the present results in term s of one general m echanism
could only be misleading. Fitts’ law, for example, postulates
a dependence of the m ovem ent time on key distance and
key width (on the `dif® culty index’ , see Fitts 1954, Fitts
and Peterson, 1964 ; for overviews see Rosenbaum and
Krist, 1996 , MuÈ sseler et al. 1996). Thus, the present
m ovem ent times are probably also affected by Fitts’ law,
but this alone is not suf® cient to interpret the data. For
exam ple, in both experiments the m ean movem ent distance
for the icon-key selection is independent of task length;
nevertheless, the different mode-key interfaces showed a
completely diverging pattern of results when the icon tim es
of task length 1 were com pared with the icon times of task
length 2. This points to other m echanism s crucial in this
context.
Another more sophisticated account is the so-called
`keystrok e model’ (Card et al. 1980 , 1983 ; for overviews
see Reitman-Olson and Olson 1990). This m odel contains
elem entary operations that describe the action sequence
users make in invoking simple com m ands (e.g. the times to
m entally prepare the com mand, to move the hand from the
m ouse to the keyboard, the tim e to make a keystrok e).
How ever, most of these operations are kept constant
between our conditions. Further, the keystroke model
m akes som e assumptions that are hard to ful® l (i.e. serial
processin g of the operations, their independence, errorhandling, experts’ handling etc.; for a critical view see
W andmac her 1993 , pp. 124 ±134). In the present context the
results cast doub t on the serial processing of touching the
m ode key and then of touching the icon key. It is more
plausible to assum e, for example, that in the Q condition the
target speci® cation of the subsequent icon key is prepared
w hilst touching the mode key. Otherwise the selection tim es
would not be so reduced. Another point is that we found
differential aspects for occasional users and experts. At least
in this respect the keystroke m odel has to be m odi® ed to ® t
the data.
To sum m arize, we can state that the present study points
to differential aspects in using the different mode-key
interfaces. If an instrum ent is designed for occasional users,

Com plexity of user interfaces
it is certainly worth considering a less com plex mode-key
interface. However, if most of the users will be experts, an
interface where each function has its ow n key should be
preferred.
This outcome contradicts studies by Roberts and Moran
(1983) and W hiteside et al. (1985) in which experts and
novices exhibited the sam e ranking in performances on
various user interfaces. There could be several reasons for
this: ® rst, the interfaces tested in these studies differed to
a greater extent than ours (e.g. command-line interfaces vs
m enu system s vs iconic systems). Second, these studies
observed general performance scores (e.g. total time spent
on task in minutes, percentage of task completed) whereas
our study split performance into differential steps. M aybe
the differential aspect becomes particularly clear at this
level of a detailed analysis. Against this background , it
seem s to be worth registering and evaluating detailed
analyses of the course of action alongside general
performance scores.
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Notes
1

A car cockpit was selected, since it has a suf® cient large
and well-known set of pictograms. Our selection, however,
does not imply that we recom mend a cockpit design of this
kind!
2
In order to avoid the risk of violating statistical assumptions, which is present in repeated-measure designs due to
inhomogeneity of the variance-covariance matrix, F probabilities in the present and following design were corrected
according to Geisser and Greenhouse (1958).
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